BeyondTrust Corporate Overview
The leader in preventing data breaches from insider
privilege abuse and external hacking attacks

Reducing IT security risk with unmatched visibility and control
The majority of data breaches today involve insider privilege abuse, external hacking
attacks, or often a combination of the two. Employees, vendors and contractors frequently
have unnecessary access to sensitive systems and data, while unpatched IT assets open
the door to cybercriminals. Despite massive investments in security infrastructure, IT and
security leaders still struggle to obtain a clear picture of risk — let alone take decisive
action to eliminate it.
BeyondTrust® is a global security company that believes preventing data breaches requires
the right visibility to enable control over internal and external risks. We give you the visibility
to confidently reduce risks and the control to take proactive, informed action against data
breach threats. And because threats can come from anywhere, we built a platform that
unifies the most effective technologies for addressing both internal and external risk:
Privileged Account Management and Vulnerability Management.

BeyondTrust: Your ally against internal and external IT threats
Your IT and security teams have plenty of adversaries to worry about — inside and
outside, malicious and accidental. BeyondTrust can be your ally against all of them.
Our 4,000+ customers leverage class-leading PowerBroker® Privileged Account
Management (PAM) and Retina Vulnerability Management (VM) solutions that share
a common management, reporting and analytics platform.
The BeyondInsight™ platform not only integrates our solutions, but also includes advanced
Clarity Threat Analytics capabilities that reveal critical risks hidden within volumes of data. IT
and Security departments are therefore unified and empowered with the visibility and control
they need to prevent breaches, maintain compliance, and ensure business continuity.
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WE MITIGATE THREATS WITHOUT
REDUCING PRODUCTIVITY
Our solutions reduce insider threats,
shrink external attack surfaces,
and contain any criminals who find
their way in — without hampering
user productivity.

WE PROVIDE SINGLE-PANE
VISIBILITY INTO RISK
Our centralized management, reporting
and threat analytics platform reduces
blind spots across the largest, most
diverse IT environments.

WE ENABLE PROACTIVE SECURITY
Our reporting and threat analytics
capabilities provide clear, concise,
prioritized information about risky
assets and users in your environment
— plus the insight you need to take
immediate action.

WE DESIGN FOR TOMORROW
AND DELIVER TODAY
We equip you to keep pace with the
rapidly evolving threat landscape,
whether you need to secure traditional
network and application environments,
or protect the latest cloud, mobile and
virtual infrastructure.

WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK
From world-class professional services
to available 24x7 support, BeyondTrust
is part of your team and there when
you need us.
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BEYONDINSIGHT CLARITY THREAT ANALYTICS
AGGREGATE > CORRELATE & ANALYZE > ALERT & REPORT

BeyondTrust Privilege and Vulnerability Management solutions are unified by the
BeyondInsight management, reporting and threat analytics platform.

Key Statistics

The BeyondInsight IT Risk Management Platform

FOUNDED

The BeyondInsight IT Risk Management Platform unifies BeyondTrust privileged account management
and vulnerability management solutions under a common operating environment. Capabilities include:

Privately held and profitable
with significant growth

CUSTOMERS

Phoenix (Global HQ)
Leeds, UK (EMEA HQ)
Amsterdam
Boston
Dubai
Halifax
Los Angeles
Munich
Singapore
Sydney

CONTACT

North America
Tel: 800.234.9072 or
480.405.9131
info@beyondtrust.com
EMEA
Tel: +44 (0)1133 970445
emeainfo@beyondtrust.com
APAC
Tel: +65 6701 8267
apacinfo@beyondtrust.com
CONNECT

Twitter: @beyondtrust
Facebook.com/beyondtrust
Linkedin.com/company/
beyondtrust
www.beyondtrust.com
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BeyondInsight’s Clarity
Advanced Threat Analytics
capabilities correlate and
analyze diverse asset and user
data to identify critical threats
in your IT environment.
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4,000+ organizations worldwide,
including over half of the Fortune 100

•• Extensive, customizable reporting
•• Central workflow and ticketing
•• Data sharing between BeyondTrust solutions

The result is a fusion of internal and external threat intelligence that allows IT and security teams to
collectively reduce risk across complex environments.
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•• Centralized management and control
•• Asset discovery, profiling and grouping
•• Advanced threat analytics
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Privileged Account Management

Vulnerability Management

PASSWORD AND SESSION MANAGEMENT*

ENTERPRISE VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT*

PowerBroker Password Safe is an automated
password and session management solution
that provides secure access control, auditing,
alerting and recording for any privileged account.

Retina CS provides organizations with
vulnerability assessment, risk analysis, and
reporting. Customers proactively identify
exposures, analyze business impact, and
conduct remediation across network, web,
mobile, cloud and virtual infrastructure.

DESKTOP LEAST PRIVILEGE MANAGEMENT*

PowerBroker for Windows & PowerBroker
for Mac reduce the risk of privilege misuse
on end-user desktops. They eliminate local
admin privileges, enforce least-privilege policy,
maintain application access control, and log
privileged activities.
SERVER PRIVILEGE MANAGEMENT*

PowerBroker for UNIX & Linux and PowerBroker
for Windows allow organizations to delegate server
privileges and authorization without disclosing
root passwords. They can also record privileged
sessions and keystrokes for audits and compliance.

VULNERABILITY SCANNING

Retina Network Security Scanner, with over 10,000
deployments, is the most sophisticated vulnerability
assessment solution on the market. Available as
a standalone application or as part of Retina CS,
Retina Network enables you to efficiently identify
exposures and prioritize remediation enterprise-wide.
CLOUD-BASED SCANNING

BeyondSaaS™ is a cloud-based, network and
web vulnerability assessment solution that gives
you an attacker’s-eye view of your IT perimeter.

ACTIVE DIRECTORY BRIDGING

DYNAMIC WEB APPLICATION SCANNING

PowerBroker Identity Services centralizes
authentication for UNIX, Linux and Mac by
extending Active Directory authentication and
single sign-on capabilities to these platforms.

Retina Web Security Scanner is a dynamic
application security testing solution designed
for modern mobile and web applications.

AUDITING AND PROTECTION

PowerBroker Auditor solutions reveal the “who,
what, when and where” behind changes to Active
Directory, Exchange, SQL, and Windows File system.

ENDPOINT PROTECTION*

PowerBroker Endpoint Protection combines
system and application firewalls, intrusion
prevention, anti-malware, anti-virus, and local
vulnerability assessment.

*Starred solutions include all BeyondInsight platform capabilites, such as Clarity Advanced Threat Analytics.

